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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
have enabled flexible and programmable network measure-
ment. A promising trend is to conduct network traffic mea-
surement on widely deployed Open vSwitches (OVS) in data
centers. However, little attention has been paid to the design
options for conducting traffic measurement on the OVS. In
this study, we set to explore different design choices and inves-
tigate the corresponding trade-offs among resource consump-
tion, measurement accuracy, implementation complexity, and
impact on switching speed. For this purpose, we empirically
design and implement four different measurement schemes
in OVS, by either closely integrating forwarding and mea-
surement functions into a pipeline, or decoupling them into
parallel operations. Through extensive experiments and com-
parisons, we quantitatively show the various trade-offs that
the different schemes strike to balance, and demonstrate the
feasibility of instrumenting OVS with monitoring capabilities.
These results provide valuable insights into which design will
best serve various measurement and monitoring needs.
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principles;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network measurement is essential to various network manage-
ment tasks, ranging from network traffic engineering, to anom-
aly detection, QoS provision, etc. As software switches, e.g.,
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OVS [2]1, become widely adopted for use as host-machine
edge-routers in data centers, they are increasingly used as the
monitoring devices [15–17, 22, 23]. For instance, the authors
in [22] proposed a user-defined programmable traffic monitor-
ing interface on OVS. As general purpose physical machines
become more computationally powerful, posses more mem-
ory, and are equipped with speedier network interface cards;
over time, more functionality such as routing and monitoring
can be run at the edges.

Incorporating traffic monitoring capability into a software
switch offers the opportunity to share the key functionali-
ties required by monitoring that have been implemented in
a software switch. However, the design of such an integra-
tion is challenging in order to achieve minimal forwarding-
monitoring function interference, optimal code sharing, and
efficient CPU/memory resource usage. In this study, we set
to empirically investigate the different design trade-offs using
OVS as a representative software switch. We start with an
intuitive design, called FCAP (Flow CAPture scheme), where
the forwarding and monitoring forms a pipeline in the OVS
kernel. In FCAP, a packet traverses through the forwarding
module before going through the monitoring module. The
flow stats of interested traffic flows are first collected in the
OVS kernel and then transferred to the user space for further
processing. To reduce the memory consumption, we further
design SMON, a Sketch [10] based MONitoring scheme that
compresses the flow stats using sketches.

Since both FCAP and SMON work in a pipeline of forward-
ing and monitoring, monitoring could significantly impact the
switch’s forwarding throughput. To decouple the monitoring
from the forwarding so as to minimize such impact, we pro-
pose to design off-path counterparts of FCAP and SMON by
introducing a ring buffer in the kernel. The ring buffer tem-
porally caches the packet headers of interested traffic flows,
which can then be processed independently by the monitoring

1Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in
this paper in order to specify the experimental procedure adequately. Such
identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply
that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available
for the purpose.
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module. In this way, the ring buffer effectively decouples the
monitoring from the packet forwarding at the kernel data path.

Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the pros
and cons of different design approaches. We also compare
their performance against UMON, a monitoring approach
proposed in [22] that is largely implemented in the user space
of OVS. The results show that (1) compared to the on-path
counterparts, the off-path approaches can significantly reduce
the measurement delay introduced to the forwarding path,
due to the decoupling enabled via the ring buffer; the off-path
designs can also achieve the same measurement accuracy
at the cost of higher memory consumption; (2) the FCAP
can always achieve 100% measurement accuracy; while the
sketch based SMON can also achieve over 99% accuracy with
less amount of memory consumption, it consumes more CPU
cycles for sketch decoding compared to FCAP; (3) UMON
consumes a similar amount of memory as those of off-path
schemes at the moderate packet rate, but consumes much
more memory at the high packet rate; (4) compared to OVS
kernel based schemes, UMON is most flexible and requires
the least implementation efforts with no modifications to the
Open vSwitch kernel code base. However, it derives fine-
grained forwarding rules by combining the forwarding and
monitoring functionality, which leads to the heaviest CPU
load in the user space; and (5) instrumenting OVS with mon-
itoring capability is feasible and does not affect the overall
switching speed significantly.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes some related work. We present our new designs and
implementations in Section 3. We evaluate the proposed de-
signs in Section 4, and make concluding remarks in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK
Different network measurement frameworks have been inves-
tigated both in software and hardware switches. Traditional
hardware-based solutions utilize tools such as Netflow [6],
sFlow [19] and IPFIX [7], to collect IP Nework traffic. Other
similar solutions include Jflow [12], Cflowd [5] and Net-
Stream [11] etc. The drawbacks of these solutions are twofold:
they are more expensive to deploy and they do not provide
enough programmability for network management tasks.

With the advancement of the software defined network-
ing and network function virtualization techniques, a series
of research [14, 16–18, 23] have been proposed to enhance
the existing measurement mechanisms. One of the earliest
efforts is proposed by Yu et al. [23] called OpenSketch. In
OpenSketch, different types of sketches are utilized to achieve
different measurement goals. Furthermore, the controller opti-
mizes the sketch allocation to balance accuracy and memory.
A followup prototype called DREAM [16] is proposed to
dynamically assign TCAM counters to different measurement

tasks across multiple hardware switches in the network. But
the users could not customize measurement tasks other than
the counter-based ones.

Yu et al. also proposed FlowRadar [14] to improve the
NetFlow based network measurement by encoding and de-
coding counters with the invertible bloom filter lookup table
(IBLT). In this way, the communication overhead could be
reduced. However, extra components are necessary to imple-
ment on hardware devices. Also, the decoding may introduce
redundant overhead to the controller. Following the trend of
edge-based network function implementations, Trumpet [18]
is proposed to collect data from end-host machines to detect
network-wide events. Though Trumpet is optimized to run on
hardware network devices, it is independent of the existing
network management framework.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
To empirically explore the different trade-offs between the re-
source consumption, forwarding and monitoring performance,
and implementation complexities, in this section, we design
four new monitoring schemes based on OVS that are widely
deployed in data centers. We will present our schemes after a
brief introduction of OVS and the design challenges.

3.1 OVS and Design Challenges
An Open vSwitch has a kernel space and a user space, and
correspondingly, contains two main components: a userspace
daemon (ovs-vswitchd), and a kernel module [20]. They
work together to forward packets, with the userspace daemon
as a full (but slow) path of forwarding while the kernel mod-
ule serving as a cache. In such a deisgn, incoming packets are
firstly matched against the flow table in the kernel module be-
fore they traverse the table pipeline in the userspace daemon.
Due to the locality of the network traffic, most packets are
processed in the fast path.

To build the monitoring capability into the Open vSwitch
design, there are several challenges that we need to deal with
during the design. (1) The added monitoring function should
introduce minimal interferences to the forwarding path of the
OVS to guarantee the forwarding and monitoring efficiency.
(2) Due to the resource constraints, it is necessary to strike
a balance between the efficiency, resource consumption, and
accuracy. (3) To maximize feasibility, the monitoring function
should be as portable as possible so that minimal effort would
be required to accommodate the monitoring function.

Taking these into consideration, in our designs, we de-
couple the monitoring function from forwarding function by
introducing an additional monitoring table in the OVS and
accordingly propose four monitoring schemes: on-path FCAP,
on-path SMON, off-path FCAP and off-path SMON. A simi-
lar interface is defined in [22].
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The overall architecture is shown in Fig. 1. As shown in this

Figure 1: The OVS architecture

figure, the default forwarding process is executed by the Open
vSwitch, while the additional monitoring table supports the
added monitoring functions. In this section, we will discuss
in detail their designs and implementations.

3.2 Designs of FCAP and SMON
The added monitoring capability inevitably introduces some
workload to the OVS and could affect the fowarding. Such
an effect depends primarily on where the monitoring func-
tions are placed. Intuitively, a separate monitoring function
in the userspace provides better isolations. However, (1) the
userspace agent does not have enough visibility of the flows
in the fast path since only certain packets will traverse the
userspace pipeline, (2) the collection of monitoring stats
should be prompt to preserve accuracy. Based on these con-
siderations, we propose to build a separate monitoring phase
in the kernel space of the OVS.

To guarantee the accuracy of monitoring tasks, we need to
maintain statistics of all the related packets efficiently. The
micro-flow information is more preferable than the mega-
flow information because monitoring tasks often have dy-
namic granularity requirements and micro-flows simplify the
aggregation operations. Thus, we first design two different
schemes, FCAP (Flow CAPture) and SMON (Sketch
based MONitoring), to collect micro-flows. In our cur-
rent designs, we use 6-tuples (ip src, ip dst, src port, dst port,
protocol and TCP flags) to represent micro-flows.

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of FCAP and SMON. In this
figure, the forwarding pipeline in the userspace is omitted for
clarity. For both FCAP and SMON, we introduce an addi-
tional kernel filter table that classifies packets based on the
user-defined monitoring tasks. Once the packet is determined
to be relevant to a monitoring task, the 6-tuple information
will be stripped off and kept in the custom 6-tuple tables.

However, the way for FCAP and SMON to store such
information is different. FCAP employs a straightforward
mechanism by storing the 6-tuple in a linked-list hash table.
Due to its ability to preserve the complete 6-tuple information,
the aggregation operations required by monitoring tasks are
simplified. Furthermore, the collected statistics are accurate
without any loss.

However, highly accurate statistic is not always affordable
and also sometimes may not be necessary. Thus, one may
consider to trade off the accuracy with resource consump-
tion (e.g., memory) in certain cases. This is why SMON is
designed. SMON implements a sketch-based mechanism to
maintain the compressed 6-tuple information. There is a lot of
research focusing on utilizing different skech mechanisms to
perform monitoring tasks [8, 13, 21, 24]. Among all existing
solutions, the bloom filter has a strong space advantage over
other data structure for representing data sets. However, the
primary drawback of bloom filter is that it does not store the
data elements itself. Thus, we cannot retrieve an item of data
based on a key, which limits the capability to collect subflows.

Goodrich et al. proposed invertible bloom lookup tables
(IBLT), that uses a three-component data structure to store a
(key, value) pair and its corresponding count [10]. In this way,
the 6-tuple information could be compressed by performing
XOR operations and stored in the cells of the table. For the
statistics aggregation, a separate thread runs periodically in
the userspace to decode the data set pulled from the kernel
space. It iteratively finds the elements in the counter array that
contain a single flow and remove its stats from all the other
encoded cells that the flow is hashed to, until no single flow
cell remains. Given sufficient memory, all the compressed
data could be decoded successfully. Thus, we use IBLT in
SMON. Later we will show in Section 4 that with a small
amount of memory consumption, we manage to preserve
highly accurate statistics.

3.3 Off-path Designs of FCAP/SMON
The intuitive designs of FCAP and SMON enable monitoring
on the normal packet forwarding path in OVS kernel, thus we
call on-path designs. Such on-path designs introduce extra
processing delay to the OVS kernel datapath, since moni-
toring usually requires more complicated processing logic
than forwarding, which may further reduce the forwarding
throughput.

To reduce such negative impact, we further embrace a
buffering mechanism in order to take the monitoring function
off the forwarding path. By using a ring buffer, we aim to
decouple the monitoring functions from the fast forwarding
path and we consider this mechanism for both FCAP and
SMON, and thus design off-path FCAP and off-path SMON.

The architecture of such designs is illustrated by Fig. 3.
The ring buffer is conceptually a circular buffer with fixed

size and works like a FIFO queue. The ring buffer has two
pointers, one for production and the other for consumption
of the elements within the buffer. As long as the distance
between the two pointers does not shrink to zero nor expand to
the full buffer size, both the producer and the consumer could
operate on the data in the queue. In our case, the forwarding
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Figure 2: FCAP/SMON architecture Figure 3: Off-path FCAP/SMON archi-
tecture Figure 4: UMON architecture

process is the producer by making a copy of the received
packet header and storing it to the buffer, while the monitoring
function, as a consumer, fetches the data later for further
processing. Thus, the ring buffer provides a channel for the
asynchronous interactions between these two functions.

In our implementations, we employ a lock-free mechanism
to write to the ring buffer with a small probability of overwrit-
ing unprocessed data. While reading will be blocked if the
buffer is empty, this helps guarantee the high performance of
the forwarding function by making constant-time operations.
However, the collected statistics might not be highly accurate
due to this mechanism. We will evaluate these in experiments.

In practice, with the built-in support for cpuset in Linux
kernel, one can confine processes to certain processors and
memory node subsets so that the monitoring thread and the
forwarding thread do not compete for CPU resources. Such
optimizations are feasible and practical for data center edge
devices where abundant computing resources are available.

3.4 Recap of UMON
Compared to FCAP and SMON designs, UMON, as shown in
Fig 4, takes a different approach, where the monitoring pack-
ets are reactively collected instead of proactively investigated
in the kernel space. Therefore, the latency caused by monitor-
ing interruptions will be reduced. Furthermore, UMON does
not require any modifications in the kernel, thus it could be
easily transplanted to other edge devices and platforms, such
as DPDK and NetFPGA. More details are discussed in [22].
The downside of such a design is that the kernel flow table
might be bloated during peak traffic and both handler and
revalidator will potentially have more workload.

In this study, we only use UMON as a comparison against
our four designs. These designs, including UMON, embody
different trade-offs between resource consumption (CPU and
memory utilization), and monitoring efficiency, forwarding
efficiency (throughput and latency) and one has to strike a
balance among these considerations. To quantitatively un-
derstand these trade-offs, next we conduct experiments to
evaluate them.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Our test-bed consists of three Lenovo ThinkServer machines
equipped with Intel Xeon 4-Core 3.20GHz CPU and 4GB
memory that run Ubuntu 14.04. One machine is dedicated
to run the instrumented Open vSwitch (OVS). The second
machine serves both as the packet generator and the data sink
that receives the data from the OVS. These two machines are
connected with two 10Gbps Ethernet cables. As shown in [9],
the native OVS can achieve ∼3Gbps switching speed. Thus
10G NIC is sufficient not to become the bottleneck. We host
the packet generator and the data sink on the same machine
to facilitate the delay and throughput measurement. The third
machine serves as the SDN controller running Ryu [3]. We
perform the trace driven evaluation using a CAIDA trace [1]
that contains about 30 million packets. The packet trace is
replayed using TCPReplay [4] and is fed into the instrumented
OVS. The packets are routed and measured by the OVS, and
received by the data sink.

4.1 FCAP vs. SMON
In this section we compare the performance of FCAP with
SMON, and consider both on-path and off-path versions. In
this measurement we use a packet rate of 160 Kpps with 1400
hosts being monitored. We examine the performance in terms
of forwarding latency incurred in the kernel data forwarding
path, kernel memory usage, and measurement accuracy. The
results are averaged over 10 runs and reported in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of different monitoring designs.

Kernel Monitoring Design On-Path Off-Path
SMON FCAP SMON FCAP

Forwarding Latency 848ns 515ns 182ns 182ns
Measurement Accuracy > 99% 100% > 99% 100%

Memory Usage 96.97KB 149.58KB 2.116MB 2.168MB

The kernel data-path forwarding latency measures the extra
delay caused by the monitoring modules in the kernel data-
path. For off-path FCAP and SMON, we measure the delay
to buffer the packets into the ring buffer. The delay of actual
stats collection by the monitoring module is ignored since
they work off-path. We also measure the overall performance
in Section 4.3 which shall reflect off-path modules’ impact.

Table 1 shows that, in general, on-path FCAP/SMON incur
longer delay than their off-path counterparts. It takes 182ns
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to put the packets into the ring buffer for off-path monitoring,
while on-path SMON and on-path FCAP incur 848ns and
515ns of delay, respectively. Furthermore, the on-path SMON
requires longer process time than on-path FCAP due to the
the expensive hashing computations required by sketch en-
coding. Nonetheless, on-path SMON consumes less memory
(96.97KB) than on-path FCAP (149.58KB). Compared to off-
path FCAP and SMON, the on-path versions consume much
less memory because they do not need to use ring buffers.

We next examine if the use of ring buffer and sketch reduces
the measurement accuracy. As shown in Table 1, the results
show that the off-path measurements achieve comparable
accuracy as the on-path measurements as long as the ring
buffer is sufficiently large to accommodate incoming packets.
We find that in order to avoid packet losses, for a packet rate
of 160 Kpps, the memory allocated for the ring buffer must
be over 2MB. The size of the ring buffer can be configured
from the user space through the Netlink interface according
to the estimated packet rate and the desired accuracy. The
measurement accuracy of SMON is over 99%, which suggests
the use of sketches does not lead to large accuracy loss.

4.2 Impact of Monitoring Workloads
Here we examine the impact of monitoring workloads on the
CPU utilization and memory usage of instrumented OVSes.
We vary the number of monitored hosts, i.e. IP addresses,
which directly leads to a varying number of monitored micro-
flows, as listed in Table 2 and Table 3. We also experiment
with two different packets rates, 80 Kpps and 160 Kpps, gen-
erated by the packet generator to represent different OVS
switching workloads.

Table 2: Memory usage (MB)(packet rate = 160 Kpps).

#hosts 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
#flows 346 703 1067 1402 1698 2082 2550 3043

off-path SMON 2.039 2.049 2.063 2.079 2.087 2.100 2.116 2.132
off-path FCAP 2.075 2.091 2.107 2.118 2.133 2.149 2.168 2.191

UMON 4.556

Table 3: Memory usage (MB)(packet rate = 80 Kpps).

#hosts 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
#flows 217 487 641 811 980 1219 1456 1712

off-path SMON 1.347 1.358 1.360 1.366 1.371 1.379 1.387 1.395
off-path FCAP 1.386 1.393 1.402 1.410 1.418 1.426 1.438 1.469

UMON 1.589

Figure 5 and Figure 6 depict the CPU utilization overhead
caused by the monitoring activities against the number of
monitored hosts at two packet rates. The reported results rep-
resent the total CPU utilization of all related threads including
handlers, revalidators, and new threads created for monitoring
purposes. In FCAP and SMON, we create a user-space thread
called collector to collect the flow stats from the data struc-
tures pulled from the kernel datapath. Besides, for off-path

FCAP/SMON, there is a kernel thread that retrieves packets
from the ring buffer.
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In UMON, the flow aggregation functionality is integrated
into the existing revalidator threads. The CPU utilization over-
head of the two on-path designs is not shown here since the
implementation of their monitoring modules is similar to the
off-path counterparts, which leads to similar CPU utilization
overhead.

As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the CPU utilization
overhead increases as the number of monitored hosts and
the packet rate increase. In addition, off-path FCAP incurs
the least amount of CPU utilization overhead, while off-path
SMON incurs comparable but slightly larger CPU utilization
overhead. SMON requires complex sketch decoding opera-
tions performed by the collector thread, which causes larger
CPU overhead. The overhead introduced by UMON is signif-
icantly larger than those of off-path FCAP/SMON, which is
mainly due to two reasons. First, since UMON installs fine-
grained forwarding rules in the kernel flow table, there are
more frequent packet misses such that its userspace handler
threads are busy with handling upcalls. Second, with a large
kernel flow table, the revalidator threads in UMON are also
heavily loaded with updating the flow stats into the userspace
monitoring table. On the contrary, in off-path FCAP/SMON,
the kernel flow table only contains two flow rules in our ex-
perimental setup, thus imposing negligible CPU overhead
to the userspace handler and revalidator threads. The CPU
utilization in these two cases is mainly attributed to the flow
stats aggregation performed by our custom collector thread.

We next evaluate the memory overhead for monitoring.
Since on-path FCAP/SMON use less memory than their off-
path counterparts, we focus on the two off-path schemes and
compare them to UMON. The results are shown in Table 2
and Table 3 for two different packet rates. The memory size
in the table is the amount of memory used in the kernel for
the monitoring purpose. As the memory usage dynamically
changes with incoming flows for all schemes, we take the
peak usage in comparison.

The memory consumption in the off-path FCAP/SMON is
caused by two data structures: a kernel ring buffer that caches
incoming packets, and the actual data structures (i.e., hash
table in FCAP and sketch in SMON) to maintain the flow stats.
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As previously mentioned, a sufficient amount of memory
needs to be allocated to the ring buffer in order to avoid packet
losses. The experimental results show that off-path FCAP
consumes about 3% more memory than off-path SMON, while
UMON uses much larger amount of memory than off-path
FCAP/SMON. This is because in order to support the same
level of measurement accuracy as FCAP/SMON, the kernel
flow table in UMON has to maintain an individual forwarding
entry for each 6-tuple flow. Consequently, its size can greatly
exceed the memory used in FCAP/SMON.

4.3 Switching Throughput and Latency
To study the throughput and latency of our designs under high
packet rates, we use DPDK based packet generator MoonGen
for traffic generation and measure the maximum achievable
throughput for each measurement framework when there is
no packet loss and the monitoring stats are highly accurate.
Since only those packets with a match in the monitoring table
will be counted towards the hash table/sketch, the ratio of
monitored packets to the total number of packets directly
affects the throughput of the entire system. To study this
impact, we conduct experiment by varying the number of
hosts in the kernel space monitoring table. The throughput
and latency results under different workloads are shown in
Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively.
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The results show that UMON achieves the lowest through-
put. Compared to the on-path designs, off-path FCAP/SMON
achieves higher throughput because the monitoring mod-
ules in off-path designs are decoupled from the forwarding
pipeline. Figure 8 also shows that off-path schemes incur min-
imum delay while UMON significantly degrades the forward-
ing efficiency and it worsens along the increase of the work-
load. The memory required (15MB ring buffer) scaled linearly
(7.5x) with the increase in throughput to 1.2 Mpps from our
earlier experiments at 160 Kpps. We conclude roughly one
MB is needed for each 80 Kpps of throughput.

4.4 Discussions
Based on the evaluation results, it is clear that instrumenting
OVS with monitoring capability is feasible and such added
monitoring capability does not affect the overall switching

speed significantly. However, each design bears its own pros
and cons. Although it is a seemingly daunting task to deter-
mine which scheme achieves the overall best performance,
we have attained several insights, as sketched in Table 4, into
the design of software-based measurement framework.

Table 4: Comparison of different frameworks.

Designs On-Path Off-Path UMON
SMON FCAP SMON FCAP

CPU Overhead moderate low moderate low high
Memory Consumption low low moderate moderate high
Measurement Accuracy high precise high precise precise

Forwarding Latency high high low low high
Implementation Complexity high high high high low

First, UMON requires the least implementation efforts with
no modifications to the Open vSwitch kernel code base. How-
ever, it derives fine-grained forwarding rules by combining
the forwarding and monitoring functionality, which leads to
the heaviest CPU load in the user space. In addition, it neces-
sitates significantly more memory consumption.

Second, we observe that by decoupling the monitoring func-
tionality from the kernel forwarding path, off-path schemes
can achieve better performance than on-path schemes in terms
of forwarding latency, while achieving the same measurement
accuracy at the cost of higher memory consumption.

Third, in the design of flow stats collection module, our
results demonstrate that hash table is a more efficient solution
compared to sketch due to its lower computational cost, which
is a major factor in the evaluation of CPU utilization.

Overall, on servers with sufficient memory, off-path FCAP
turns out to be the best choice since on-path designs intro-
duce noticeable forwarding latency to the traditional packet
processing pipeline. Such impact becomes even more evident
under high packet rate.

5 CONCLUSION
Enabling monitoring capability on the widely deployed Open
vSwitches in data centers has to take into a number of factors
into consideration, including resource consumption, impact
on the forwarding, measurement accuracy, implementation
complexity, portability etc. In this work, we have empirically
explored the various trade-offs among these factors by design-
ing, implementing, and evaluating four different monitoring
schemes and quantitatively shown their advantages and dis-
advantages. These results provide insightful guidelines for
conducting network traffic measurement on the OVS as well
as software defined measurement in general.
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